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Dan Stuart! Or the wondrous musical resurrection of a formerly influential desert rock band leader, 

after years of withdrawl into an early retirement. The founder and bandleader of Green On Red 

decided in the mid 90s to never have anything to do with the Rock’n Roll business again, moved from 

Tucson, Arizona to Madrid the exile of personal choice……and after all has been back for the past few 

years with not just one but several brilliant projects: first a short but all the more impressing reunion 

with the mentioned Green on Red (incl. Chuck Prophet), then the a lot more elaborate reactivation of 

Danny & Dusty, another very successful cult band of the 80s with Steve Wynn, and now THE 

SLUMMERS, his newest baby making the first statement with the debut record Love Of The 

Amateur! 

 

The Slummers certainly doesn’t consist of just Dan Stuart, but matured in the about one year start-up 

phase into a real band, where one pinion fits perfectly into the other, where the single musicians 

complement each other with their abilities and add the peculiarities of their different cultural 

backgrounds.  The Slummers are an intercontinental American/Italian entity with exactly defined and 

shared tasks. Stuart and his sideman for many years, the in No Depression/Alt.County/Guitar Rock 

circles well known producer and multi-instrumental JD Foster, are responsible for songwriting, 

guitars, and vocals, the two Italians Diego Sapignoli on drums and Antonio Gramentieri, composer, 

arrangeur, producer and multiinstrumentalist, are the backbone of the band. 

 

Together those two guys from Italy form the esthetic and rhythm foundation of the Slummers that 

enables Dan Stuart and JD Foster to spread their own vision of rock music. And that is: screaming 

guitar rock (like on the opening track 'Rift Valley Evolutionary Blues'), massive electro power pop 

('Last One Out'), melancholic Neil Young flavor ('East Broadway'), down to the bone, blues-soaked 

Keith-riff rock ('Bowery Boy'), misty acoustic psychedelic folk ('Ironbound'), twisted glam rock-meets-

Bay area rock like a satanic crossing between Mott The Hoople and Quicksilver Messenger Service 

('Who Knows?'), big Green On Red revival experience ('Bread & Water') and last but not least the 

best track as a grand finale of a very versatile record: 'Waiting For You' starts with the noises of a 

train station (somewhere in Italy), guitar riffs set in, Dan Stuart begins "a beautiful day in the city, 

sittin' here waitin' for you, and all the girls are lookin' pretty, a fresh breeze is blowin' through" the 

track swings guitar by guitar, layer by layer all the way to a true killer ballad, amazes with a great 

break, organ and vibraphone get louder, some more subtle guitars drift on, "and here you come now 

and you're smilin', and everything else just fades away, all the noise and confusion, man, what a 

beautiful day" Foster and Stuart crooning "hey hey hey, huh huh huh" up to the royal finish - "it's a 

beautiful day!". 5 minutes of absolute Slummers-blessedness. 

Tracklist: 

1. Rift Valley Evolutionary Blues 
2. Last One Out 
3. East Broadway 
4. All About You 
5. Bowery Boy 
6. Tell Me I'm Crazy 
7. Ironbound 
8. Who Knows? 
9. Finally... 
10. Bread & Water 
11. Another Manhattan 
12. Waiting For You 
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